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The Norinchukin Bank (the “Bank”) was established in 1923 as a quasi-

governmental financial institution. Privatized in 1959, the Bank is one of Japan’s

largest and most distinguished banks.

The Bank is the central bank for Japanese agricultural, forestry, and fishery

cooperative systems. Based on constant funds procurement from member

cooperatives, the Bank carries out efficient and flexible asset management by

investing in various financial products. This is carried out on a global scale. The

profits from these activities are then continuously passed on to members.

The Bank has branches in the world’s major financial centers, including New

York, London, and Singapore. Coupled with its head office in Tokyo, this network

enables 24-hour coverage of the global financial markets.

Forward-Looking Statements

This material contains forward-

looking statements pertaining to

the businesses and prospects

of the Bank. Such statements

are based on our current

expectations and are subject

to the risks and uncertainties

that may affect our businesses,

which could cause actual

results to differ materially from

those currently anticipated.

Head Office

13-2, Yurakucho 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, 

Tokyo 100-8420, Japan

Telephone: 81-3-3279-0111

Fax: 81-3-3218-5177

URL: http://www.nochubank.or.jp

Cable address: CCBAF TOKYO

Telex: J23918, J23919, J33573

SWIFT: NOCUJPJT

Paid-in Capital*

¥1,224,999 million

Independent Certified Public Accountants

ChuoAoyama Audit Corporation

Date of Establishment

December 20, 1923

Number of Employees*

2,764

Branches in Japan

34

Overseas Network

Branches: 3

Representative Offices: 2

Subsidiary: 1

Number of Shareholders*

5,337

Principal Shareholders

Agricultural Cooperatives and Federations

Forestry Cooperatives and Federations

Fishery Cooperatives and Federations

Other Related Organizations

*As of March 31, 2003
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The Norinchukin Bank Group
As of March 31, 2003 and 2002

Millions of 
U.S. Dollars

Millions of Yen (Note)

2003 2002 2003

For the Year Total Income ¥01,463,483 ¥01,619,243 $012,175

Total Expenses 1,367,846 1,528,462 11,379

Income before Income Taxes 95,637 90,781 795

Net Income 65,447 70,608 544

At Year-End Cash and Due from Banks 4,338,327 3,907,483 36,093

Securities 28,623,408 23,224,644 238,132

Loans and Bills Discounted 19,179,165 23,985,896 159,560

Total Assets 61,265,449 57,579,985 509,696

Deposits 40,421,665 38,255,219 336,287

Debentures 5,790,783 5,906,480 48,176

Total Liabilities 59,496,526 55,696,422 494,979

Paid-in Capital 1,224,999 1,124,999 10,192

Total Shareholders’ Equity 1,767,120 1,881,745 14,702

Total Liabilities, Minority Interests 

and Shareholders’ Equity 61,265,449 57,579,985 506,696

BIS Capital Adequacy Ratio (%) 9.87% 10.02%

Note: Yen amounts have been translated, for convenience only, at ¥120.20 to U.S.$1.00. Billion and trillion are used in the American
sense of one thousand million and one million million, respectively. 
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A Message from the President

Introduction

The Norinchukin Bank (the “Bank”) is a nationwide financial institution based on the Japanese

agricultural, forestry, and fishery cooperatives. Supported by constant funds procurement from

members and other users through these organizations, the Bank carries out profitable, efficient,

and flexible asset management by investing in financial products on a global scale. The Bank, in

accordance with the commitment of the cooperative members, has continuously passed on the

profits from these activities.

In addition, the Bank also provides the cooperative members with a variety of financial services,

which include a common national system infrastructure and the development of financial prod-

ucts in the field of retail business. 

In fiscal 2003, the year ending March 31, 2004, the Bank will celebrate the 80th anniversary

since its establishment in 1923. I would like to take this opportunity to express my appreciation

to all our cooperative members and business partners for their unyielding support over the years.

Hirofumi Ueno, President & CEO
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Performance of the Bank in Fiscal 2002

In fiscal 2002, financial institutions faced a difficult business environment. In Japan, long- and

short-term interest rates fell further amid the deterioration of asset prices as a result of continuous

sluggish economic conditions. Sharp declines in stock prices, both at home and abroad, resulted

from economic uncertainty due to geopolitical risk factors, such as the outbreak of war in Iraq.

Under this environment, the Bank made efforts to ensure asset quality, while writing off and

making provisions for non-performing loans based on strict self-assessment, and also worked to

secure higher earnings by globally diversifying its investments. As a result, recurring profit was

¥98,463 million (US$819 million), an increase of ¥8,335 million on a year-on-year basis, while

net income totaled ¥65,447 million (US$544 million).

The Bank’s total assets at the fiscal year-end stood at ¥61,265 billion (US$509 billion). As a

result of global diversification, foreign securities made up ¥16,271 billion (US$135 billion) of

total investment securities, which amounted to ¥28,623 billion (US$238 billion).

Credit costs on a non-consolidated basis declined ¥53,130 million, to ¥55,071 million (US$458

million), from the previous fiscal year. Although ongoing write-offs, provisions, and the bulk sale

of loans were carried out, a reversal of the general reserve for possible loan losses was seen as a

result of a decline in non-performing loans, such as those under requirement of control.

The Bank took active measures to remove non-performing exposure from its balance sheet and

was successful in eliminating ¥196,191 million (US$1,632 million) through direct write-offs and

the recovery of a portion of its non-performing loans. As a result, the total balance of risk-

managed loans as of March 31, 2003, was ¥655,503 million (US$5,453 million), which represent-

ed 3.4% of the Bank’s total loan assets.

The consolidated capital adequacy ratio calculated according to BIS requirements declined 0.15

percentage point compared with the previous fiscal year-end, to 9.87%. This decline reflected a

rise in risk-adjusted assets in conjunction with an increase in invested assets aimed at securing

stable earnings over the medium term. The Bank’s Tier I capital adequacy ratio, which is regarded

as a measure of the quality of capital for financial institutions, was 6.47%. 
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Strengthening of the Bank’s Capital

In fiscal 2002, the Bank carried out three measures to increase capital from qualitative and quanti-

tative aspects, detailed as follows:

1. The Bank doubled common stock, the core component of Tier I capital, to ¥200 billion, from

¥100 billion.

2. The Bank established a ¥367 billion borrowing framework comprised of perpetual subordinated

loans, which are classified as Upper Tier II capital, a higher quality of capital within Tier II. The

Bank has already procured ¥183 billion, or half the amount available under the framework. The

remaining amount can be withdrawn at any time, and there are plans to acquire this in due

course.

3. The Bank refinanced ¥490 billion in subordinated loans with maturity taken out in fiscal 1997,

classified as Tier II capital. The Bank added ¥31 billion to the refinanced amount, bringing the

total to ¥521 billion.

Medium-Term Business Strategy

The Bank formulated a medium-term business strategy covering the period from October 2001 to

March 2005. The goal of the strategy is to create mechanisms for securing stable profitability

through the concept of selection and concentration on business activities and promoting unified

business operations of the cooperative credit business. At the same time, the Bank will specifically

address the following four issues as key concepts to further improve organizational and business

efficiency as well as enhance profitability.

1. Realization of unified operations of the cooperative credit business

2. Restructuring to create a stronger cooperative credit business

3. Strengthening earnings by the enhancement of optimal risk management

4. Re-engineering overall operations
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The following section details the Bank’s progress in addressing these issues as of the end of

fiscal 2002.

�Realization of Unified Operations of the Cooperative Credit Business

Sound Operation of the JA Banking System (refer to page 7)

The Bank has worked to provide high-quality, sophisticated financial services to members and

other users and implement bankruptcy prevention measures within the JA Banking System. The

Bank has addressed the former through the provision of a variety of financial services, including a

common national system infrastructure for JA Bank members and the development of financial

products tailored to meet the needs of members and other users in the field of retail banking. As

for the latter, certain criteria to prevent the failure of operations by cooperative members were

established by a consensus of cooperative members themselves led by the Bank. The Bank also

monitors JA through the JA Bank System Headquarters, established within the Bank. In this way,

the Bank is able to detect problems at an early stage, formulate a safety net in cooperation with

the authorities, and implement necessary corrective measures.

�Restructuring to Create a Stronger Cooperative Credit Business

Realization of Consolidation of Shinnoren with the Bank

In fiscal 2002, two of the 46 Prefectural Credit Federations of Agricultural Cooperatives

(Shinnoren) were consolidated with the Bank, and, in May 2003, the consolidation of another

with the Bank was realized through acquisition of a part of its credit business. We have also

reached agreement whereby the Bank and three other Shinnoren will consolidate during this fiscal

year.

�Strengthening Earnings by the Enhancement of Optimal Risk Management

Realization of Stable Earnings through Globally Diversified Investment

The Bank carries out total asset allocation based on the concepts of optimal risk management and

global diversification, thereby gaining profits from taking market and credit risk. At the same

time, the Bank is progressing with the sophistication of management methods and infrastructure

development in light of the new BIS regulations scheduled to go into effect in fiscal 2006. 
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�Re-engineering Overall Operations

Achieving Greater Selectivity and Focus

The Bank is moving forward with efforts to streamline and increase the efficiency of its operations

by achieving greater selectivity and focus in its business portfolio. In line with this, the Bank is

outsourcing some of its operations, re-examining the distribution of personnel, and consolidating

branches.

A Trusted Financial Institution (Credit Ratings)

As of June 30, 2003, the Bank’s long-term debt was rated A1 by Moody’s Investors Service and A+

by Standard & Poor’s. These are among the highest credit ratings for Japanese financial institu-

tions and are a reflection of the Bank’s stable cooperative funding bases, sound asset quality repre-

sented by its low ratio of non-performing loans, ample liquidity through cash positions and

short-term market transactions, and solid capital base. 

Conclusion

With the realization of the goals laid out in our medium-term business strategy, there will be a

bright future for the Bank and its cooperative credit business. Therefore, I am committed to

resolving such issues in the shortest possible time frame, actions that will also allow heightened

emphasis on compliance. I am also confident that these efforts will not only enhance the corpo-

rate value of the Bank and its cooperative credit business but will also enable us to support the

development of the agricultural, forestry, and fishery industries in Japan and contribute to society

as a whole.

I am looking forward to your continued support in the years ahead.

August 2003

Hirofumi Ueno

President and Chief Executive Officer
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Norinchukin Bank
and the JA Banking System

Function of the JA Banking System

The JA Bank is the generic name for the group comprising JA, Shinnoren, and the Bank (all of

which are JA Bank members), which pursues unified operations to increase efficiency.

In January 2001, JA Bank members formulated “JA Bank Basic Policies” based on the relevant

laws. The purpose of these policies is to create a sound cooperative credit business that is more

trusted and utilized as a financial institution by its members and other users. These policies act as

a code of conduct that has been established based on a consensus of JA Bank members. Based on

these policies, JA Bank members will pursue more unified business operations in order to increase

competitiveness and credibility ( JA Banking System). To conduct operations of the JA Banking

System, a JA Bank System Headquarters has been established within the Bank, and a JA Bank

Prefectural Headquarters has been set up within each Shinnoren.

The JA Banking System rests on two pillars: the pursuit of unified operations to provide high-

quality, sophisticated financial services to its members and other users and effective bankruptcy

prevention measures aimed at ensuring the trustworthiness of JA Bank members.

As for the promotion of unified operations, the Bank is focusing on R&D of new products and

marketing methods for customer satisfaction by introducing Customer Relationship Management.

Information networks linking JA, Shinnoren, and the Bank were also created to enable these three

entities to pursue product development and business operations in line with customers’ needs.

FRAMEWORK OF THE JA BANKING SYSTEM AND THE UNIQUE
SAFETY NET FOR THE COOPERATIVE CREDIT BUSINESS

JA BANKING SYSTEM

The Bank is given authority by the law.

Bankruptcy Prevention System
• Monitoring of JA Bank members
• Detailed asset assessment of specific JA
• Guidance to revitalize operations
• Financial assistance through the JA Bank Support Fund

Promotion of Unified Operations
• Strengthening of product development and proposal 

capabilities
• Utilization of common computer system
• Establishment of nationwide unified JA Bank brand

JA BANK BASIC POLICIES

JA Shinnoren (JA Bank Prefectural Headquarters)

Members and Other Users

The Bank (JA Bank System Headquarters)

Sound Management of JA Bank Members

Safety Convenience

High-Quality, Sophisticated Financial Services
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The Bankruptcy Prevention System serves as a mechanism for detecting financial problems at a

stage earlier than that stipulated by law. As a part of this, the JA Bank System Headquarters

requires all members to submit financial documents pertaining to business management. It also

conducts detailed assessment of assets in JA based on the relevant criteria. By doing so, JA Bank

members are able to take the necessary steps, including the introduction of measures for revital-

ization, to rectify problems at an early stage.

Overview of the Unique Safety Net for the Cooperative Credit Business

The safety net for JA Bank members is underpinned by two mechanisms. The first is an indepen-

dent safety net undertaken by the cooperatives themselves, a feature not found in other banks.

The second is the Savings Insurance System, a public system mandated by law. 

The aforementioned Bankruptcy Prevention System, unique to JA Bank members, is the safety

net operated independently by JA Bank members. Under this system, the JA Bank Support

Committee implements support, including the injection of private capital, if necessary. In the

unlikely event a JA faces severe financial difficulty, the JA Bank Support Fund set aside on a vol-

untary basis by JA Bank members is used in coordination with the Savings Insurance System.

With regard to Fishery Cooperatives (Gyokyo) credit business, a Bankruptcy Prevention

System analogous to the JA Banking System has been created based on basic policies applicable to

JF Marine Bank members (Gyokyo, Prefectural Credit Federations of Fishery Cooperatives

(Shingyoren), and the Bank).

The Savings Insurance System derives its funding from insurance premiums paid yearly by JA,

Gyokyo, Shinnoren, Shingyoren, and the Bank. This system protects depositors in the event a

member of JA Bank or JF Marine Bank fails and is unable to return deposited funds to members

and other users and is commensurate with the Deposit Insurance System for other banks.

SAFETY NET FOR JA BANK MEMBERS

JA Bank Members

JA Shinnoren
The 
Bank

The JA Bank Support Fund
Independent safety net unique to 

JA Bank members
Effective bankruptcy prevention measures

The Savings Insurance System
Legal public system

SupportSupport
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Capital

The Bank’s capital is composed of common stocks, including lower dividend rate stocks, and pre-

ferred stocks. Common stocks, amounting to ¥200 billion, are the most basic means of fund-rais-

ing for the Bank, and these are purchased by all of the shareholding member cooperatives. Lower

dividend rate stocks are one type of common stock that are underwritten by certain members for

specific purposes and are subject to special conditions whereby the equity dividend rate is lower

than that of common stocks. As of the end of fiscal 2002, the balance of lower dividend stocks

purchased by Shinnoren and Shingyoren stood at ¥1 trillion. Preferred stocks are equity funds

purchased by non-members with no voting rights. In the past, the Bank issued a total of ¥50 bil-

lion in such stocks through a private offering.

Perpetual subordinated loans and subordinated loans with maturity in Tier II classification

under BIS requirements and borrowed from cooperative members amounting to ¥705 billion

serve to enhance the Bank’s overall capital position.

In fiscal 2002, the Bank enhanced its equity capital as follows:

1. A capital increase to double the amount of common stock outstanding to ¥200 billion, from ¥100 bil-

lion, was carried out.

2. ¥183 billion in new capital was procured through perpetual subordinated loans, which are catego-

rized as Upper Tier II, denoting a higher quality of capital within Tier II.

3. ¥490 billion in subordinated loans with maturity from cooperative members, undertaken in fiscal

1997, was refinanced, adding ¥31 billion to the loan amount, bringing the total to ¥521 billion.

Funding

Funding for the Bank consists mainly of deposits and Norinchukin Bank debentures. Deposits dif-

fer from those of other banks in that they are primarily made up of funds from cooperative mem-

bers. Specifically, deposits made by JA and Gyokyo members, who are directly involved in the

primary industries, as well as local residents are entrusted to the Bank via Shinnoren and

Shingyoren. Another characteristic is a high proportion of time deposits. These two qualities con-

tribute to the long-term stability of the Bank’s funding system.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BANK
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF THE BANK (CORPORATE GOVERNANCE)

Recommendation of candidates for members of
Supervisory Committee, directors, and auditors

Supervision of important
matters related to 

cooperative members

Business 
execution report

Audit

Decisions

President & CEO
Deputy President & Co-CEO
Senior Managing Directors

Managing Directors

Supervisory
Committee

JA Bank System
Headquarters

JF Marine Bank
Headquarters

Nomination
Committee

Auditors

Board of 
Auditors

General 
Meetings of
Delegates

Board of
Directors

Corporate Governance

Under the Norinchukin Bank Law and the law related to the cooperatives, the Bank is able to pro-

vide the necessary guidance to JA Bank members to reorganize and strengthen the JA credit busi-

ness as well as carry out its original duties as a financial institution. To fulfill this role, the

Supervisory Committee is empowered to make decisions regarding the basic policies of the Bank,

the reorganization and enhancement of the cooperative credit business, and important matters

related to the agricultural, forestry, and fishery cooperatives, including specific action plans.

Meanwhile, the Board of Directors is entrusted with the approval authority, and individual direc-

tors execute matters related to the financial duties conducted by the Bank. The Board of Directors

supervises the business execution of the directors, with the objective of using mutual supervision

to ensure appropriateness of the system. In addition to this mutual supervision, auditors also

audit the execution of the Bank’s business.
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Outline of the Cooperative System

The cooperative system, as shown in the chart below, is a multi-tiered structure with a base com-

prising farmers, fishermen, and foresters organized into JA, Gyokyo, and the Forestry Cooperatives

(Shinrinkumiai) at the municipal level. These cooperatives, in turn, form prefectural organizations,

and the entire structure is capped by national-level organizations, including the Bank.

Organizations at the prefectural and national levels perform specialized business functions, includ-

ing consulting, sales and purchasing, financing, and mutual insurance services. (Shinrinkumiai and

the Prefectural Federations of Forestry Cooperatives (Moriren) do not provide such financing func-

tions.) The three levels of the cooperative system are closely linked through capital subscriptions,

management, and business ties and occupy a major position within the Japanese economy.

The Bank serves as the central bank for the cooperatives, extending loans throughout the coop-

erative system and receiving the majority of its funding from the cooperatives as well as prefectur-

al federations. The Bank acts as an intermediary, making adjustments in the supply and demand

for funds within the cooperative system, returning profits to the system, and providing funds to

other national-level federations in the system.

THE BANK’S ROLE IN THE COOPERATIVE SYSTEM

STRUCTURE OF THE AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY, AND FISHERY COOPERATIVE SYSTEM

Members Municipal Level Prefectural Level National Level

* Forestry Cooperatives do not take deposits. 

Fishermen

Foresters
Forestry 

Cooperatives*
(Shinrinkumiai)

Fishery 
Cooperatives

(Gyokyo)

Prefectural Credit Federations of
Fishery Cooperatives (Shingyoren)

Prefectural Federations of Fishery
Cooperatives (Gyoren)

Prefectural Federations of Forestry
Cooperatives (Moriren)

Farmers
Agricultural 

Cooperatives
(JA)

Prefectural Unions of 
Agricultural Cooperatives

Prefectural Marketing and 
Purchasing Federations of 

Agricultural Cooperatives (Keizairen)

Prefectural Credit Federations 
of Agricultural Cooperatives 

(Shinnoren)

National Mutual Insurance Federation of 
Agricultural Cooperatives (Zenkyoren)

National Federation of 
Agricultural Cooperative 
Associations (Zen-Noh)

Central Union of Agricultural
Cooperatives (Zenchu)

National Federation of Fishery
Cooperative Associations

National Federation of 
Forest Owners’ Cooperative

Associations

The Bank
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Funding through the Cooperative System

The Bank’s primary sources of funds are deposits, the majority of which are obtained from the coop-

erative system and the issuance of Norinchukin Bank debentures. Deposits of JA and Gyokyo are

obtained from members of these cooperatives in primary-sector industries and from other residents

of local communities. These deposits are entrusted to the Bank via Shinnoren and Shingyoren.

Deposits placed with JA and Gyokyo are lent to members for financing their business opera-

tions or as general-purpose loans. Of the remainder, in principle, two-thirds or more are entrusted

to Shinnoren and Shingyoren at the prefectural level. These organizations extend loans to agricul-

tural and fishery cooperative organizations, corporations related to the primary sector, and local

governments within their own prefectures. One-half or more of the remaining funds are deposited

with the Bank. This structure is supported by strong ties with the members of Shinnoren, JA, and

other related partners. 

The Bank is also one of the few financial institutions in Japan that can float bank debentures

and raise funds from individual and institutional investors.

Use of Funds

The Bank’s abundant funds, procured from the above-mentioned sources, are used intensively for

loans and investment in securities. A portion of earnings is also distributed to the members of the

cooperative credit system.

The Bank’s clients for loans are classified mainly into three categories:

• Cooperative organizations of the agricultural, forestry, and fishery cooperative system and entities

engaged in agriculture, forestry, and fishing,

• Companies and organizations contributing to the development of the primary sector, and

• Government, local government, and other public institutions

In particular, the Bank, since its establishment, has positioned loans to member organizations

of the cooperative system, related corporations of those members, and entities in the primary sec-

tor as the basis of its activities. The Bank has provided a unique cooperative low-interest rate

fund, called the Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishery Promotion Fund. The Bank has financially

supported the development of primary-sector industries and cooperative organizations, with the

aim of training the next generation who will participate in the agriculture, forestry, and fishery

industries, and promoted the development of ecological agriculture. The Bank also provides

financial resources to regional public-sector organizations and public corporations in order to

build a stronger industrial base in local communities and raise the standard of living and well-

being of local residents.

In addition, drawing on its ample financial resources and accumulated know-how, the Bank, as

Japan’s largest institutional investor, is an active participant in the securities and money markets,

and particularly plays a leading role in short-term money markets. Besides these activities, the

Bank has been expanding its overseas investments as well as supporting the development of the

overseas operations of member organizations and primary-sector-related industries.
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(As of March 31, 2003)

Cash and Due Total
Deposits Debentures Borrowings from Banks Securities Loans Assets

JA ¥74,420 ¥0,0— ¥534 ¥51,129 ¥03,586* ¥21,015 ¥76,009

Gyokyo 1,178 — 246 1,066 14 406 1,476

Shinnoren 50,327 — 41 32,786 13,757* 5,415 54,319

Shingyoren 2,312 — 53 1,426 174* 785 2,538

The Bank 40,488 5,807 705 4,226 28,672 19,187 60,188

* Money held in trust is included.

LOANS AND DEPOSITS WITH COOPERATIVE MEMBERS IN THE COOPERATIVE CREDIT SYSTEM (Billions of Yen)

OVERALL FINANCIAL POSITION OF THE COOPERATIVE CREDIT SYSTEM (Billions of Yen)

(As of March 31, 2003)

National Level Prefectural Level Municipal Level

* Loans to the national federation and to municipal-level cooperatives are included. 
** Forestry Cooperatives do not take deposits.

Members

Deposits ¥32,895

Loans ¥8

Deposits ¥48,029

Loans ¥238

Deposits ¥1,087

Loans ¥379

Loans ¥36*

Deposits ¥71,812

Loans ¥19,171

Deposits ¥1,123

Loans ¥385

Prefectural 
Credit 

Federations of 
Agricultural 

Cooperatives 
(Shinnoren)

Agricultural 
Cooperatives

(JA)

Individual 
Agricultural 
Members

Prefectural 
Credit 

Federations of 
Fishery 

Cooperatives 
(Shingyoren)

Fishery 
Cooperatives 

(Gyokyo)

Individual 
Fishery 

Members

Individual 
Forestry 

Members

Forestry 
Cooperatives

(Shinrinkumiai)**

Prefectural 
Federations of 

Forestry 
Cooperatives 

(Moriren)

The 
Bank

Deposits ¥1,254

Loans ¥51
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Flow of Funds through JA Cooperative System in Fiscal 2002

JA deposits, centered on deposits by individuals, rose 1.2% over the previous year to stand at

¥74,420 billion (US$619 billion) at the fiscal year-end. This increase was attributable to efforts to

secure trust in the JA Banking System.

Total JA loans decreased 1.1% from a year earlier, to ¥21,015 billion (US$174 billion). However,

recently, there has been a recovery in housing loans. Outstanding securities at the fiscal year-end

held at the JA level declined 11.8% on a year-on-year basis, to ¥3,586 billion (US$29 billion).

In response to these trends at the JA level, deposits with Shinnoren rose. However, the overall

balance of deposits with Shinnoren at the end of the fiscal year declined 0.3% from the previous

year, to ¥50,327 billion (US$418 billion). This decline reflected the consolidation of two

Shinnoren with the Bank and the resulting acceptance of JA deposits directly by the Bank. Loans

from Shinnoren rose 1.1% from a year earlier, to ¥5,415 billion (US$45 billion), owing to an

increase in loans to local government organizations. Securities held at the Shinnoren level at fiscal

year-end were ¥13,757 billion (US$114 billion), representing an increase of 2.1% over the previ-

ous year-end.

As a result, the remaining funds ultimately deposited with the Bank through the JA cooperative

credit system amounted to substantially more than ¥32 trillion.

Farmers
and

other
users

Members
Municipal

Level
JA

Prefectural
Level

 Shinnoren 

Cooperative
deposits

¥50.5 trillion

Loans
¥21.0 trillion

Deposits
¥74.4 trillion

Other
¥0.9 trillion

Investment
securities

Money held
in trust

¥3.5 trillion

Borrowings
¥0.6 trillion

Other
¥0.8 trillion

Cooperative
deposits

¥32.6 trillion

Loans in trust
¥3.7 trillion

Deposits
¥50.3 trillion

Loans in trust
¥3.7 trillion

National
Level
The
Bank

Investment
securities

¥32.2 trillion

Loans in trust
¥0.1 trillion

Loans
¥18.7 trillion

Deposits
¥39.2 trillion

Other
¥11.4 trillion

Loans in trust
¥0.1 trillion

Other
¥5.5 trillion

Debentures
¥5.8 trillion

Other
¥2.4 trillion

Loans
¥5.4 trillion

Investment
securities

Money held
in trust

¥13.7 trillion

Investment

Procurement

Excludes
overseas accounts

Borrowings
¥0 trillion

Other
¥3.9 trillion

FLOW OF FUNDS WITHIN JA CREDIT BUSINESS (AS OF MARCH 31, 2003)
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Enhancement of the JA Organization

To deal with changes in the environment for agriculture, members, and JA, the JA Group ( JA,

Shinnoren, the Bank, and other related cooperatives) are progressing with the consolidation of

individual JA organizations while also taking proactive steps to realign organizational structures

and streamline business management at every level of operation and throughout every system and

function within the JA structure. As a result, the number of JAs, which exceeded 3,000 as of

March 31, 1991, declined to 944 as of April 1, 2003.

In June 1998, a policy entitled Basic Approach to the Reorganization of the Cooperative Credit

Business Organization was established. In this report, the following four schemes were assumed

as directions for the reorganization of the cooperative credit business:

(1) To realize two levels of organization through the integration of the Bank and Shinnoren,

(2) To realize one JA per prefecture by combining Shinnoren and JA in the same prefecture,

(3) To realize a more efficient and focused Shinnoren, and

(4) To realize interregional Shinnoren where Shinnoren of several different prefectures are inte-

grated.

In response to the report, the specific implementations of this reorganization have been debated

in each prefecture.

As a result of the discussions held to date, the consolidation with the Bank of seven of the 46

Shinnoren has been decided upon. Consolidation of two Shinnoren with the Bank was achieved

through the acquisition of a part of the credit business in fiscal 2002, and, in fiscal 2003, further

progress was made through the acquisition of a part of the credit business of another Shinnoren.

In addition, specific deliberations are currently progressing with four Shinnoren, including the

acquisition of related assets, liabilities, and business operations. Of these, contracts for consolida-

tion during fiscal 2003 have been concluded with three.

The Bank continuously aims to create a cooperative credit business that lives up to the expecta-

tions of and proves worthy of the trust it receives from its members and other users. The Bank is

committed to continuing to support the development of the functions and systems of JA and

steadily working to streamline and increase the efficiency of its own operations.
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Social Contributions

The Bank dedicates itself to preserve the natural environment in harmony with people and indus-

try as well as to make towns more attractive for residents and visitors. For more than 30 years, the

Bank has been hosting a nationwide flower campaign with the catchphrase “Green towns and

flowers in windows.”

Each year, the Bank makes contributions of flower seeds, bulbs, flowerbeds, and other garden-

ing items to public facilities, including local public bodies, parks, and schools.

Moving forward, the Bank plans to contribute even further to the protection and preservation

of nature and the environment as well as improve people’s quality of life through events not mere-

ly limited to themes based on “flowers.”

Ocean-Related Educational Activities

The oceans, often called the cradle of life, are not just home to various organisms and a supplier

of precious foodstuffs in the form of marine products; they also play a vital role in the mainte-

nance and safety of the global environment.

To sustain the wide-ranging functions of the oceans, it is essential to educate citizens on main-

taining and nurturing marine resources and preserving marine environments. To this end, the

Bank sponsors and collaborates with various public and non-profit organizations whose aim is to

educate people about the oceans. 

The Norinchukin Foundation, Inc.

The Bank created the Norinchukin Foundation, Inc., in 1994 to commemorate the 10th anniver-

sary of the establishment of its New York Branch. The objectives of the Foundation are to pre-

serve nature, educate children, and promote cultural activities to improve the quality of life in the

states of New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey. Each year, the Foundation donates proceeds

exclusively to non-profit organizations that are involved in charities and environmental, educa-

tional, or cultural activities.
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1923 • The Bank established with government

funds under special legislation as the

central bank for Industrial Cooperatives

1938 • Gyokyo joins the Bank

1943 • Forestry Cooperatives (Shinrinkumiai)

join the Bank

• The Bank’s name officially changed to

the Norinchukin Bank

1950 • The first Norinchukin Bank debentures

issued

1959 • Redemption of the government’s equity

stake completed, thereby becoming a

private bank

1974 • Foreign exchange operations begin

1977 • Investment and trading in foreign 

currency denominated bonds begin

1982 • A representative office opens in New

York (the Bank’s first overseas foothold)

1984 • The New York Representative Office

upgraded to branch status

1985 • A representative office opens in London

1986 • Fiduciary services for corporate bonds

begin

• Norinchukin International plc opens in

London

1989 • The Bank’s U.S. dollar denominated

notes issued in the Euromarket

1990 • A representative office opens in

Singapore

1991 • The London Representative Office

upgraded to branch status

1993 • The Singapore Representative Office

upgraded to branch status

• Norinchukin Securities Co., Ltd.,

established

• Norinchukin Investment Trust

Management Co., Ltd., established

1995 • Preferred stocks issued, opening the

way for capital increases through the

participation of ordinary investors

• The Norinchukin Trust & Banking Co.,

Ltd., established

1996 • Operations of Norinchukin Asset

Management Co., Ltd., begin

• Laws concerning the integration of the

Bank and Shinnoren enacted

1998 • Issuance of ¥1 trillion in lower dividend

rate stock to Shinnoren and Shingyoren

and ¥0.5 trillion in subordinated loan

transaction completed

• Substantial reorganization of the market

risk investment sections, updating these

to match global asset management styles

• Representative offices open 

in Hong Kong and Beijing

2000 • Norinchukin-Zenkyoren Asset

Management Co., Ltd., formed through

the reorganization of the former

Norinchukin Asset Management Co., Ltd.

2001 • The Norinchukin Bank Law is revised

• The Law concerning the reorganization

and strengthening of credit business by

the Bank and specified cooperatives is

revised. 

2002 • The JA Banking System begins

• A capital increase of ¥100 billion in com-

mon stock is conducted, and ¥183 billion

in funds is procured through the issuance

of perpetual subordinated loans

• The consolidation of Shinnoren with the

Bank begins

Milestones in the Bank’s 80-Year History
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Business Outline

Global Asset Allocation

Basic Concept

The Bank places emphasis on total portfolio management based on the concept of globally diversi-

fied investment. To accomplish this, the Bank utilizes its strengths, namely (1) a stable yen pro-

curement base provided by cooperative credit business, (2) abundant liquidity, and (3) efficient

business management underpinned by fewer personnel and branches.

Characteristics of the Balance Sheet

The Bank’s policy of globally diversified investment has resulted in significant changes in its bal-

ance sheet, as indicated by the following figures for foreign securities balances. As of March 31,

2003, on a consolidated basis, the Bank’s total assets amounted to ¥61 trillion (US$509 billion),

with investment securities accounting for ¥28 trillion (US$238 billion). Of the total amount of

investment securities, foreign securities accounted for ¥16 trillion (US$135 billion).

The balance of foreign securities as of March 31, 2003, increased four times from ¥4 trillion

(US$31 billion) at the end of March 1998.

Portfolio Management

The Bank seeks to diversify its investments to enable a total balance, stability of earnings, and risk

diversification. To achieve this, investments in marketable credit risk related financial products,

including asset-backed securities (ABS), are carried out. So-called alternative investments, which

have a low correlation with bonds and stocks, are also being carried out.

The Bank’s objective in managing its portfolio is to establish a flexible and stable financial

structure. In order to realize this, the Bank seeks to optimize allocation through long-term invest-

ment by considering risk-return, yield differentials among financial products, correlations, and

comprehensive diversification (e.g., financial products, countries, industries, and ratings). By

doing so, optimal portfolio management in terms of strategic risk taking and risk control will be

made possible.

Risk Management

The Bank carries out globally diversified investment while implementing appropriate risk man-

agement. To accomplish this, the Bank has established a risk management system that centers on

three components. The first is accurate decision making utilizing committees, made up of man-

agement and general managers of divisions, that function across divisional boundaries. The Credit

Risk Management Committee and the Market Risk Management Committee are the two main

bodies. The second is fast and effective execution in accordance with policies decided by these

committees. The third is to properly and independently monitor front-office execution and pro-

vide feedback on quantitative data for risk volumes so as to reflect these in decision making.
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Regarding market transactions, the Market Risk Management Committee meets, in principle,

once per month. Meetings are also held on an ad-hoc basis when necessary to formulate flexible

measures to deal with market trends or other such factors, thereby enabling prompt decision

making.

Front offices carry out the efficient execution of policies while continually monitoring market

trends. These offices also propose new investment ideas to the Market Risk Management

Committee.

The Risk Monitoring Division independently monitors whether the operations conducted by

the front offices follow policies set by the Market Risk Management Committee and measures risk

volume. The division reports its findings to this committee, which uses these results as the basis

for ascertaining the current status and for considering future policies.

Regarding credit-related transactions, the Credit Committee is a venue for the deliberation of

the basic framework of credit risk management. The framework entails the credit ceiling system

by country, bank, and individual company, internal rating system, and self-assessment. The

Credit Risk Management Committee debates specific policies for credit risk related transactions. 

Foreign-Currency Procurement

Regarding the foreign currency needed to carry out globally diversified investment, the Bank has

set up branches in New York, London, and Singapore based on its policy of having footholds in

the world’s major financial centers. By developing bank relations, these branches engage in the

stable procurement of foreign currencies.

International Operations

Overseas branches focus on money market operations and loans and are continuing to develop

their activities based on the nature of their respective markets. Especially in their respective

money market operations, these branches play an extremely important role in raising stable flows

of foreign currencies, which are essential for implementation of the Bank’s overall strategy, global-

ly diversified investments.

The New York Branch has expanded its business operations since its inception in 1984. In its

money market operations, based in the mother market for U.S. dollars, and with its status as a

member of the Fixed Income Clearing Corporation (FICC), the branch constantly procures dollar

funds on favorable terms through repos and other transactions. In its lending operations, the

Bank regards the United States as the largest market for credit investment for non-Japanese clients

and is continuing to expand these types of investments while enhancing risk management sys-

tems. The branch also works closely with the Head Office in providing financial services to the

U.S. subsidiaries of Japanese companies. Taking advantage of the Bank’s higher credit rating, com-

pared with other Japanese banks, the branch has shown steady results to date.
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The London Branch was opened in 1991 and is the Bank’s largest base for procuring foreign

currencies. The branch provides steady flows of foreign currencies by enhancing its strong rela-

tions with various other financial institutions. It has also benefited from London’s strategic posi-

tion as the center of the European market and has delivered results by utilizing the abundant yen

funds of the Head Office. The branch is working to selectively expand its credit investments for

non-Japanese clients, targeting mainly borrowers in the unified Euromarket, while paying atten-

tion to the diversification of industries and other criteria. The branch also supports Japanese

clients in developing their business operations in Europe.

The Singapore Branch started operations in 1993. In funding operations, like other branches,

the branch plays an important role in the procurement of foreign currencies for the Bank, using

the infrastructure of the financial centers of Asia and Oceania. In credit investments for non-

Japanese clients, the branch targets Southeast Asia and Oceania while paying due attention to risk

management. The branch also provides loans to Japanese-affiliated companies operating in sur-

rounding Asian countries. 

The three branches introduced a new front-office system in fiscal 2001 to further enhance their

risk management systems.

Besides these branches, the Bank established representative offices in Hong Kong and Beijing in

1998. These offices are engaged in gathering information on business activities.

To enhance globally diversified investments, these overseas offices are continuing to play

important roles as leading-edge centers for the procurement of foreign currencies, as well as credit

investment, and the gathering of banking-related information.

LondonLondonLondon

New York BeijingBeijingBeijing

Hong KongHong KongHong Kong

Branch

Representative Office

SingaporeSingaporeSingapore

Tokyo

Head Office
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Market Operations

Systems for Market Operations

The Bank is one of the largest financial institutions in Japan, while, at the same time, one of the

leading global institutional investors. Financial assets that are managed in the financial markets,

including securities and short-term money-market products, represent a large share of our total

assets.

The market operations divisions are managed under a mutual checking system in which the

front, middle, and back offices work independently. The front offices manage domestic and over-

seas assets as one portfolio and categorize these by asset type, such as bonds and equities, effec-

tively.

Securities Investment

At the end of fiscal 2002, outstanding securities under the management of the Bank were ¥28,623

billion (US$238 billion), up 23.2%, or ¥5,398 billion, from the previous fiscal year-end.

Investment in bonds, a core management asset, accounts for a significant portion of the assets

of the Bank due to the risk-return characteristics. When making investment decisions, the Bank

gives full attention not only to interest rate risk but also to credit and liquidity risks. Global

investments in various types of bonds, including government bonds and corporate bonds, are car-

ried out. 

In equity investments, the Bank takes correlation with other asset classes into consideration

and manages its equity portfolio from a long-term perspective. The Bank also diversifies its port-

folio by investing in global markets.

In recent years, the markets for asset-backed securities (ABS) and other marketable credit risk

financial products have expanded. By implementing complete risk analyses, the Bank has been

active in global credit investment. The Bank is also proceeding with so-called alternative invest-

ments that have a low correlation with stocks and bonds.

Short-Term Money Market Operations

As a major player, the Bank actively participates in global short-term money markets.

Under an environment of ultralow interest rates in Japan, the Bank works to efficiently control

its available funds, principally obtained from the cooperative credit business, while at the same

time giving full consideration to various types of risks. Domestically, the Bank is active in such

interbank markets as the call market and in the repurchase agreement (repo) market. The Bank

continually maintains a leading role in these markets and plays an important part in expanding

their market functions.

Backed by its strong credit standing in foreign currency markets, the Bank conducts stable and

effective transactions, including those necessary for globally diversified investment.
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Meanwhile, the Bank accurately controls liquidity risk and settlement risk by assessing funding

gaps through daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly maturity ladders. In addition, the Bank takes

part in Continuous Linked Settlement (CLS), a new system for foreign currency settlements.

Starting in September 2002, the Head Office and all overseas branches participated as part of the

first group to use this system, thereby contributing to a network necessary for managing settle-

ments in U.S. dollars, Euros, and other major currencies.

Foreign-Exchange Transactions

As a market participant representing the cooperative credit business in foreign-exchange transac-

tions, the Bank has organized an efficient and highly skilled dealing team able to accurately meet

the needs of cooperatives and companies related to primary industries.

Trading Operations

In the trading of financial products, the Bank meets the needs of its clients through transactions

in Japanese government bonds, CP, and derivatives. The Bank works to increase its dealing profits

through various methods, such as arbitrage transactions and options, for each financial product.

Loans

As of March 31, 2003, the balance of loans and bills discounted in the consolidated statements of

the Bank amounted to ¥19,179 billion (US$159 billion), accounting for less than one-third

(31.3%) of total assets. This figure reflects a high weight of securities investment.

The cooperative credit business, which includes the Bank, plays a key role as the main bank for

the primary sector. As a financial institution based in this sector, the Bank provides cooperative

lending mainly to cooperative organizations and companies in the agriculture, forestry, and fish-

eries industries. However, the balance of cooperative lending at the end of fiscal 2002 amounted

to ¥1,342 billion (US$11 billion), accounting for a relatively small 7.0% of the Bank’s total loans.

This is because cooperative lending is carried out mostly at the JA and Shinnoren levels and is

only supplemented by the Bank.

The Bank’s clients cover a wide range of industries, including companies that are directly asso-

ciated with the primary sector, such as those involved in the processing of agricultural, forestry,

and fisheries products, the manufacturing of materials required by the primary sector, and the dis-

tribution of these products. These also include companies that are engaged in public activities,

such as local governments and other entities, including electric power and gas.

With the strong fund-raising capacities of the cooperative credit business and know-how culti-

vated as a world-class institutional investor, the Bank has been consistently responding to the

financial needs of its clients. The Bank provides a variety of financial products: i.e., securitization

of accounts receivables and real estate, non-recourse loans, syndicated loans, commitment line

contracts, and fund-raising in domestic and international capital markets with corporate bonds

and commercial paper (CP). 
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The Bank also provides the following financial services: proposals for measures to hedge inter-

est rate risk using derivatives and the provision of information based on its position as the core

entity of the cooperative credit business.

Capital Markets Business

In response to the increasingly diversified and global nature of the fund-raising needs of its

clients, the Bank’s group assists in raising funds from capital markets by acting as a commissioned

bank for bond issues and provides strong support for clients through diversified business opera-

tions. These include assistance for IPOs and advice on bond floatation.

The Bank’s group supports stable fund management by offering investment products from both

domestic and overseas markets, primarily to members of the cooperative system.

In the domestic capital market, Norinchukin Securities Co., Ltd., assists clients in raising funds

by offering, underwriting, and selling public and corporate bonds. The company also responds to

the investment needs of the cooperative members and industrial corporations with a wide range

of financial products in the secondary market.

In overseas capital markets, Norinchukin International plc (NOIL), based in London, is primar-

ily responsible for helping clients meet their fund-raising needs, while at the same time offering

high-quality overseas investment products to cooperative members and clients. Norinchukin

Securities and NOIL work closely together to expand their business activities.

Asset management support for cooperative members and clients is provided by Norinchukin-

Zenkyoren Asset Management Co., Ltd. The company is responsible for managing the assets of

the cooperative members and responds to a broad range of clients’ asset-management needs

through securities investment trusts and investment advisory business.

The Norinchukin Trust & Banking Co., Ltd., offers both administrative and management ser-

vices for the members of the cooperative business and other clients, ranging from monetary assets

to real estate. Specific services include fund trusts, securities trusts, securities investment trusts,

monetary claims trusts, and land trusts.

By utilizing the management know-how and networks acquired from its experience as a leading

institutional investor in the domestic and international markets, the Bank group provides sound

capital market services to the members of the cooperative business as well as to other clients.
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OUTLINE OF CAPITAL MARKETS BUSINESS OF THE BANK’S GROUP

Norinchukin-Zenkyoren Asset
Management Co., Ltd.
• Setting up and sales of investment trusts
• Trustee and management services for

pension funds
• Management of defined-contribution 

pension plans

Norinchukin International plc
• Underwriting and sales in the Eurobond

market
• Dealing in Eurobonds and others
• Repo business

Norinchukin Securities Co., Ltd.
• Underwriting and sales in the Japanese

bond market
• Bond dealing
• Sales of investment trusts and securi-

tized products

THE BANK’S GROUP
(Securities, Asset management)

The Norinchukin Trust & Banking
Co., Ltd.
• Trustee services for monetary claims

and other trust products
• Origination and sales of securitized

products
• Development of trust agency network

ISSUERS

Domestic Issuers Overseas Issuers

JA, Shinnoren,
Shingyoren, and

Others

Domestic
Institutional
Investors/
Financial

Institutions and
Others

Industrial
Corporations

Overseas
Investors

INVESTORS

The Norinchukin Bank
• Commissioned bank services
• Assistance in IPOs and advice

on issuance of bonds
• Underwriting of CP

Large
Corporations

Small and
Medium-Sized

Enterprises
Non-Japanese Japanese 
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SUMMARY OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL RESULTS 
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2003 
Net interest income fell ¥30 billion over the previous fiscal year, to ¥124 billion (US$1,031 million), owing

to a decline in interest income more than interest expenditure in conjunction with lower interest rates. Net

income on securities and net income from fees and commissions were flat on a year-on-year basis.

General and administrative expenses rose ¥11 billion on a year-on-year basis, to ¥124 billion (US$1,031

million), due to system-development investment in preparation for the BIS new accord and enhancement of

risk management. Credit costs declined ¥44 billion, to ¥71 billion (US$592 million). In spite of provisions in

line with the strict self-assessment of its assets, the write-off of non-performing loans, and the bulk sale of

loans, credit costs declined because of a reversal to the general reserve for possible loan losses as a result of a

decline in borrowers under requirement of control.

As a result, on a consolidated basis, the Bank’s net income in fiscal 2002 dropped ¥5 billion, to ¥65 billion

(US$544 million).

Principal Statement of Income Items

Millions of Yen

Fiscal years ended March 31 2003 2002 Difference

Net Interest Income ¥124,600 ¥155,185 ¥(30,585)

Net Income on Securities 155,455 154,515 940

Net Income from Fees and Commissions 15,599 15,630 (31)

General and Administrative Expenses 124,216 112,838 11,378

Credit Costs 71,200 115,885 (44,685)

Transfer to Reserve for Possible Loan Losses 64,155 80,003 (15,848)

Write-off of Loans 4,445 34,062 (29,617)

Other 2,598 1,819 779

Other (4,601) (5,826) 1,225

Income before Income Taxes 95,637 90,781 4,856

Income Taxes 29,332 19,702 9,630

Current 26,264 41,353 (15,089)

Deferred 3,068 (21,651) 24,719

Net Income 65,447 70,608 (5,161)

Financial Review
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REVIEW OF BALANCE SHEET ITEMS

Funding

Deposits, excluding negotiable certificates of deposit (NCDs), rose to ¥40,239 billion (US$334 billion), up

¥2,171 billion from the previous fiscal year-end, reflecting an increase in deposits by credit cooperatives.

Two notable points regarding the characteristics of the Bank’s deposits are (1) a high proportion of deposits

are from credit cooperatives and (2) a high proportion consists of time deposits. 

The deposits from cooperatives are allocated in compliance with applicable laws as follows:

•Two-thirds of the funds, after loans are deducted from deposits of JA and Gyokyo, are deposited with

Shinnoren and Shingyoren.

•One-half of the funds, after loans are deducted from deposits at the Shinnoren and Shingyoren levels, are

deposited with the Bank.

This system provides a stable source of funding for the Bank.

Breakdown of Deposits (On a Non-Consolidated Basis)

Billions of Yen

As of March 31 2003 2002

Organizations Which Have Capital Subscription in the Bank ¥35,514 ¥34,244

Financial Institutions and Public Funds 3,549 2,702

Other 1,174 1,121

Total ¥40,239 ¥38,068

Note: The above figures exclude NCDs.

Deposits by Category (On a Non-Consolidated Basis)

Billions of Yen

As of March 31 2003 2002

Time Deposits ¥34,833 ¥33,282

Liquid Deposits 1,816 2,233

Other Deposits 3,589 2,552

Total ¥40,239 ¥38,068

Note: The above figures exclude NCDs.
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Securities

The balance of securities rose ¥5,399 billion over the previous year-end, to ¥28,623 billion (US$238 billion),

reflecting progress in globally diversified investment. Within this amount, foreign securities rose ¥4,655

billion, to ¥16,271 billion (US$135 billion), while Japanese government bonds rose ¥1,080 billion, to ¥9,688

billion (US$80 billion).

Breakdown of Securities by Type (On a Consolidated Basis)

Billions of Yen

As of March 31 2003 2002

Japanese Government Bonds ¥09,688 ¥08,608

Municipal Bonds 413 418

Corporate Bonds 945 1,049

Equities 408 500

Foreign Securities 16,271 11,616

Other 895 1,031

Total ¥28,623 ¥23,224

Loans and Bills Discounted

Loans and bills discounted dropped ¥4,806 billion, to ¥19,179 billion (US$159 billion), owing mainly to a

decline in short-term loans to government and public agencies, which the Bank regards as short-term money

market investments. Risk-managed loans on a consolidated basis declined ¥144 billion, to ¥679 billion

(US$5 billion), from the previous fiscal year-end, as a result of the recovery of portions of some loans, write-

offs, and bulk sales. Consequently, risk-managed loans comprised 3.5% of total loan assets. The reserve for

possible loan losses dropped ¥6 billion, to ¥361 billion (US$3 billion), in conjunction with the decline in

risk-managed loans.

Breakdown of Loans by Industry (On a Consolidated Basis)

Billions of Yen (%)

As of March 31 2003 2002

Foods ¥00,511 (2.7%) ¥00,554 (2.3%)

Pulp and Paper 224 (1.2) 231 (1.0)

Chemicals 383 (2.0) 403 (1.7)

Other Manufacturing 939 (4.9) 971 (4.0)

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 172 (0.9) 184 (0.8)

Construction 212 (1.1) 236 (1.0)

Electricity, Gas and Water 248 (1.3) 270 (1.1)

Transportation and Telecommunications 922 (4.8) 944 (3.9)

Wholesale, Retail and Restaurant 1,994 (10.4) 2,056 (8.6)

Services 1,540 (8.0) 1,579 (6.6)

Finance and Insurance 6,875 (35.8) 9,880 (41.2)

Other Non-Manufacturing 5,153 (26.9) 6,672 (27.8)

Total ¥19,179 (100.0%) ¥23,985 (100.0%)

Note: Due to the revision of the Japanese Industrial Table of Classification (applied October 1, 2002), the classifications for fiscal 2002 and
fiscal 2003 are different. However, the difference is not significant.
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Risk-Managed Loans (On a Consolidated Basis)

Billions of Yen

As of March 31 2003 2002

Loans to Borrowers under Bankruptcy Proceedings ¥018 ¥024

Loans with Principal or Interest Payments More than Six Months in Arrears 406 357

Loans with Principal or Interest Payments More than Three Months in Arrears 1 1

Restructured Loans 252 439

Total ¥679 ¥823

Risk-Managed Loans (On a Non-Consolidated Basis)

Billions of Yen

As of March 31 2003 2002

Loans to Borrowers under Bankruptcy Proceedings ¥018 ¥023

Loans with Principal or Interest Payments More than Six Months in Arrears 396 345

Loans with Principal or Interest Payments More than Three Months in Arrears 0 0

Restructured Loans 240 423

Total ¥655 ¥793

Notes: 1. Loans to Borrowers under Bankruptcy Proceedings are loans for which payment of principal or interest has not been received
for a substantial period and, for this and other reasons, there are no prospects for recovery or repayment of the principal or
interest, and thereby no interest has been accrued (excluding loans written off and hereinafter referred to as non-accrual loans),
which are subject to the Implementation Ordinances for the Corporation Tax Law (Government Ordinance No. 97, 1965), items
(i) through (v) of Article 96, Section 1, Part 3 or Part 4 of the same article. Loans with Principal or Interest Payments More
than Six Months in Arrears are non-accrual loans other than Loans to Borrowers under Bankruptcy Proceedings and other loans
for which interest payments have been rescheduled to assist the borrowers’ restructuring (Restructured Loans).

Notes: 2. Loans with Principal or Interest Payments More than Three Months in Arrears are defined as loans for which principal or
interest has been in arrears for three months or more from the day following the contract payment date. They exclude Loans
to Borrowers under Bankruptcy Proceedings and Loans with Principal or Interest Payments More than Six Months in Arrears.

Notes: 3. Restructured Loans are those for which the terms and conditions of the original loan agreement are redrawn for the favor of the
borrower, including reducing interest rates, rescheduling interest and principal payments or waiving claims on the borrower.
Such loans exclude Loans to Borrowers under Bankruptcy Proceedings, Loans with Principal or Interest Payments More than
Six Months in Arrears and Loans with Principal or Interest Payments More than Three Months in Arrears.
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Disclosed Claims by the Financial Revitalization Law (On a Non-Consolidated Basis)

Billions of Yen

As of March 31 2003 2002

Claims on Obligors under Legal Bankruptcy Proceedings 

and Obligors Substantially in Bankruptcy ¥00,022 ¥00,029

Claims on Obligors with Bankruptcy Imminent 399 339

Claims on Obligors under Close Observation 244 428

Total ¥00,666 ¥00,797

Claims on Ordinary Obligors ¥18,949 ¥23,818

Note: Under Article 6 of the Law Concerning Emergency Measures for Early Stabilization of Financial Functions (Law No. 132, 1998),
banks are required to classify obligors regarding: Securities Lent, Loans and Bills Discounted, Foreign Exchange Assets, Unaccrued
Interest and Suspense Payments of Other Assets and Customers’ Liabilities for Acceptances and Guarantees, according to their
financial conditions and management performance. The definition of the classifications is as follows:

Although the Bank is not subject to the provisions of this law, it classifies its obligors and discloses the value of claims on each
obligor in accordance with the law. 
(1) Claims on Obligors under Legal Bankruptcy Proceedings and Obligors Substantially in Bankruptcy
Claims on obligors who are bankrupt or in the process of bankruptcy, reorganization or similar financial restructuring procedures
as well as those in a similar condition. 
(2) Claims on Obligors with Bankruptcy Imminent
Claims on obligors who are not yet bankrupt but whose financial position and management performance are deteriorating. It is
highly likely that the principal and interest will become uncollectible. 
(3) Claims on Obligors under Close Observation 
Claims in this category basically include Loans with Principal or Interest Payments More than Three Months in Arrears and
Restructured Loans.
(4) Claims on Ordinary Obligors 
Claims on obligors with no particular financial or operating problems and include all claims other than those under (1) through (3)
above.

Reserve for Possible Loan Losses (On a Consolidated Basis)

Billions of Yen

As of March 31 2003 2002

Reserve for Possible Loan Losses ¥361 ¥367

Reserve for Possible Loan Losses (On a Non-Consolidated Basis)

Billions of Yen

As of March 31 2003 2002

General ¥128 ¥174

Specific 224 195

Reserve for Losses on Specified Overseas Debts 2 5

Total ¥355 ¥375
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Shareholders’ Equity

The Bank’s capital adequacy ratio as of March 31, 2003, was 9.87% on a consolidated basis, down 0.15

percentage point, and 9.92% on a non-consolidated basis, down 0.30 percentage point from the previous

fiscal year-end.

In fiscal 2002, the Bank increased its common stock, the most basic component of Tier I capital, by ¥100

billion. In addition, the Bank procured ¥183 billion in new funds in the form of perpetual subordinated

loans, which is classified as Upper Tier II, the highest form of capital within Tier II. Moreover, the Bank

increased its capital by refinancing subordinated loans with maturity received in fiscal 1997 to the value of

¥490 billion, adding ¥31 billion, bringing the total loan amount to ¥521 billion. Despite these measures to

increase capital, the capital adequacy ratio fell because of a rise in risk-adjusted assets that accompanied an

increase in investment assets aimed at procuring stable earnings over the medium term.

The most noteworthy feature of the Bank’s capital structure is a high percentage of Tier I capital—the

most basic component of capital, including paid-in capital and earned surplus—which is made possible

through the strong support of the cooperative membership system. In Tier I capital, the Bank held ¥1,200

billion in common stock from credit cooperatives, of which ¥1,000 billion was in the form of lower dividend

rate stock. Consequently, the Tier I capital ratio was 6.47% on a consolidated basis and 6.45% on a non-

consolidated basis. 

The capital adequacy ratio of the Bank, which has not accepted public funds, as calculated by BIS

standards is as follows:

BIS Capital Adequacy Ratio (On a Consolidated Basis)

Billions of Yen

As of March 31 2003 2002

Shareholders’ Equity:

Tier I ¥01,655 ¥01,691

Tier II 886 771

Amount to be Deducted* 14 1

Total ¥02,527 ¥02,460

Risk-Adjusted Assets:

On-Balance Sheet ¥22,803 ¥22,170

Off-Balance Sheet 742 707

Assets Equivalent to Market Risk 2,045 1,673

Total ¥25,591 ¥24,550

BIS Capital Adequacy Ratio:

Tier I 6.47% 6.88%

Tier I + Tier II 9.87% 10.02%

Note: The capital adequacy ratio of the Bank is based on the computational formula specified in Directive No. 3, Criteria for Judging the
Management Soundness of the Norinchukin Bank, issued in 2003 by the Financial Services Agency and Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries (hereinafter, the Directive). The Bank observes BIS capital adequacy requirements and has been in
compliance with market risk regulations.

* This amount is equivalent to the investment stipulated in the Directive, Article 7, Clause 1, Section 2.
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BIS Capital Adequacy Ratio (On a Non-Consolidated Basis) 

Billions of Yen

As of March 31 2003 2002

Shareholders’ Equity:

Tier I ¥01,643 ¥01,670

Tier II 885 785

Amount to be Deducted 0 0

Total ¥02,528 ¥02,455

Risk-Adjusted Assets:

On-Balance Sheet ¥22,743 ¥21,770

Off-Balance Sheet 742 607

Assets Equivalent to Market Risk 1,979 1,631

Total ¥25,465 ¥24,009

BIS Capital Adequacy Ratio:

Tier I 6.45% 6.95%

Tier I + Tier II 9.92% 10.22%

Note: The capital adequacy ratio of the Bank is based on the computational formula specified in the Directive. The Bank observes BIS
capital adequacy requirements and has been in compliance with market risk regulations.
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The business environment for financial institutions has changed drastically in recent years. Under this

environment, prompted by the growing diversity of their operations, it is the requirement of such

institutions to establish optimal risk management systems in order to perform their social responsibilities as

they improve the soundness of their operations.

Cognizant of this fact, the Bank has established a Risk Management Basic Policy out of the necessity to

optimize its risk management capabilities. This policy serves as the roadmap for the Bank’s comprehensive

risk management activities and clearly lays out fundamental risk management systems. Regarding the

management of certain risks arising from operations, the Bank pursues individual risk management in

accordance with individual guidelines based on risk type, all in conformance with the Basic Policy.

In addition, the Bank has structured its risk management systems, which are intended to effectively

control credit risk, market risk, and various other risks in management operations focusing on the following

three key objectives. The first is to make accurate decisions through committees comprised of management

and the general managers of various divisions, i.e., the Credit Risk Management Committee, Market Risk

Management Committee, and Credit Committee. The second is to carry out the Bank’s business promptly

and efficiently. The third is to properly and independently monitor front-office execution and provide

feedback on quantitative data for risk volumes so as to reflect these in decision making.

Looking forward, the Bank will place top priority on the sophistication of individual and integrated risk

management, and continue to pursue the policy of substantially enhancing its risk management systems.

Overall risk management activities are verified and evaluated by the Internal Audit Division.

CREDIT RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The Bank defines credit risk related transactions as an important source of earnings in terms of strategy. For

all credit risk assets, including loans, the Bank conducts credit risk analyses on individual transactions and

manages its portfolio from an overall perspective to secure earnings that counterbalance the credit risk.

Market Risk Management
Committee

Banking Section/Trading Section

Back Office

Management 

Front Office

Back Office

Risk
Management

Monitoring and
Credit Analysis
and Approval

Divisions Responsible for
Credit Analysis and Approval

Risk Monitoring Division

Financial Planning & Control Division
(Administrative Office of Risk Management)

Risk Management System

Cooperative Finance
Committee

Credit Committee

Credit Risk Management
Committee

Risk Management
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Three committees are the center of the Bank’s credit risk management system. The first of these, the

Credit Committee, is a venue for the deliberation of the basic framework of credit risk management. The

basic framework entails the credit ceiling system by country, bank, and individual company, internal rating

system, and self-assessment. The Credit Committee reviews policies on the integrated management of credit

risks in response to the basic framework and measures to be taken in the event of a contingency. The Credit

Risk Management Committee debates specific policies for credit risk related transactions other than those

related to cooperative lending. The Cooperative Finance Committee deliberates specific policies on credit

risk related transactions for cooperative lending in order to fulfill the Bank’s mission of providing effective

and efficient financing.

The specific policies that are discussed by the Credit Risk Management Committee, the Cooperative

Finance Committee, and the Market Risk Management Committee must follow the basic framework of credit

risk management.

The Risk Monitoring Division, independent from the front offices, monitors the credit risk portfolio. 

To conduct credit analyses on private corporations and public corporations, the Bank has established the

Credit Risk Management Division, which is separated from the Corporate Business Management & Strategy

Division. The division conducts industry-based credit analyses, making full use of the expertise the Bank has

cultivated.

Specifically, to realize greater accuracy, each senior credit analyst in charge of a certain industry assesses

each client and business through comparisons with competitors in the same business, a method that makes

active use of industry research functions. With regard to credit for non-resident borrowers, the Bank has

adopted a country ceiling system that takes into account risks that differ from those of domestic loans, such

as analyses of political and social conditions of each country. In addition to a business-type-based credit

analysis, a region-based senior credit analyst evaluates loan applications, thereby carrying out optimal risk

management.

Markets for so-called products involving the securitization of assets, which are backed by account

receivables, real estate, and other assets, have been expanding in recent years. Aside from credit risk analysis

of individual borrowers, senior credit analysts specializing in the structure of investment products have been

assigned and are focusing on a proper understanding of the risks associated with such products.

Under these credit analyses, the Bank conducts optimal credit risk management based on strict screening

standards and its own methods for analyses of financial position and cash flow. By implementing a full

training curriculum, the Bank seeks to better the credit risk management skills of credit analysts, who carry

out primary credit analysis at business offices.

Basic Outline of the Bank’s Credit Risk Management Model

Profitability density
function of losses

Expected losses

Loss amount

Frequency of
occurrence

of losses

Probable maximum losses (credit VaR)

� The Bank’s credit risk management model makes it 
possible to compute the probability density function of losses 
in its credit portfolio (and plot the distribution of such losses). 
Based on this function, the Bank computes risk indicators, 
including average loss and credit value at risk (VaR).
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While strengthening conventional credit analysis methods, the Bank also introduces management methods

that examine the overall portfolio in order to attain an optimal portfolio. Specifically, the Bank sets credit

limits based on its internal credit ratings and controls risk volume by observing corporate ceilings. It also

aims at setting interest rates according to internal credit ratings and the collateralization of loans in order to

counterbalance the credit risk.

As in the case of market risks, the Bank also promotes activities to use statistical methods to calculate the

risk volume of credit risks and further enhances its risk management by using a management method based

on risk-return.

MARKET RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The Bank defines market risk operations as an important source of income as well as a means to hedge risks.

Interest rate and price fluctuation risks are properly controlled using comprehensive risk management

systems in order to generate profits and stabilize financial positions.

To ensure the implementation of these management strategies, the Bank has created a mutual checking

system where decision-making functions, execution, and monitoring are systematically separated and

organized into independent units. These activities are carried out to realize appropriate risk management.

Looking forward, the Bank will work to further enhance its technical capabilities, including systems and

the quantitative analysis of risk volume, thereby optimizing its risk management.

Asset-Liability Management

The optimal management of risks in banking operations is indispensable for the stability of financial

institutions. The Bank began risk management at an early stage through asset-liability management (ALM)

that places emphasis on a balance of maintaining financial soundness and strengthening profitability. Both

static and dynamic interest rate sensitivities of cash flow are analyzed, and basis point values are calculated.

Based on the analyses conducted from various angles, the Bank makes an effort to build a flexible financial

structure that can respond promptly to changes in financial conditions.

Portfolio Management

In banking operations, the Bank places special emphasis on analyzing and managing market risk in view of

the importance of its market portfolio for securities.

Important decisions on market transactions are made at the managerial level. The Market Risk

Management Committee, composed of members of management as well as the general managers of related

divisions, considers, discusses, and authorizes final decisions concerning specific policies related to market

transactions. At the time of analysis, in addition to the examination of the investment environment,

including market trends and the economic outlook, the Committee makes appropriate decisions taking ALM

and the Bank’s securities portfolio into adequate consideration. The Market Risk Management Committee

meets, in principle, once per month. In addition, meetings are held on an ad-hoc basis when it is necessary

to formulate flexible measures to deal with market trends or other such factors. In addition, management

and general managers hold weekly meetings to share information to enable optimal decisions.

The front offices buy and sell securities and hedge risks based on policies set by the Market Risk

Management Committee. These activities are efficiently executed while monitoring market trends to enable

new proposals for investment strategies.
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The Risk Monitoring Division measures whether the operations conducted by the front offices follow

policies set by the Market Risk Management Committee. In addition to measuring the risk, the division is

also responsible for monitoring transactions. Monitoring results, carried out on a daily basis, are reported to

management.

The Bank has adopted an alarm system, called the “Check Point System,” as a tool for risk management.

This system requires the Market Risk Management Committee, including the management, to discuss

actions when the risk volume in the overall portfolio reaches a certain level stipulated in the Bank’s tolerant

limits. An alarm is activated when the risk volume radically changes in the short term and exceeds a certain

level. In such cases, it is obligatory that the Committee meets and discusses appropriate actions. This system

enables the Bank to quickly and appropriately manage risks, and we are committed to establishing an even

more optimal risk management system in the future.

Trading

Front offices carry out transactions within predetermined positions and loss limits in terms of risk-return to

achieve profit targets in trading activities conducted for the purpose of realizing additional profits from

short-term market fluctuations.

When positions or losses exceed predetermined limits, a warning is issued from the Risk Monitoring

Division to the front offices, and, depending on the level of excess, measures are taken to normalize the

situation, reduce the volume of transactions, or suspend transactions altogether.

METHODS FOR MEASURING RISK

Credit Risk

Credit risk refers to losses incurred by a lender, whose asset values (including off-balance sheet assets) lessen

or disappear as a result of a deterioration in the financial conditions of its borrowers.

For credit risk associated with lending and corporate bond investment, the Bank manages such risk by

examining how its credit exposure is distributed according to the credit standing of its borrowers and

confirms that there are no excessive concentrations of risk in its assets. It is important for the Bank to ensure

a return on its assets that counterbalances the risk and costs involved. With this in mind, the Bank monitors

the overall distribution of its credit exposure and profitability, while setting credit limits based on internal

credit ratings to structure an appropriate asset portfolio.

As with market risk, the Bank also addresses an econometric model of credit risk that incorporates statistical

methods. Based on CreditMetricsTM developed by J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., the Bank has introduced a model

that suits the Japanese economic structure and characteristics of its credit transactions. The Bank has also been

organizing credit-related data, including the historical changes of credit ratings, default ratios, and percentages

of debt collection. The Bank sought the distribution of loss frequency that could be obtained by simulations

related to the current credit risk portfolio and calculated the risk volume of both the expected loss and the

probable maximum loss. As the expected loss corresponds to the loss that can be expected on average each

year, assuming the makeup of the portfolio remains constant, reserve provisions are made in this amount. The

probable maximum loss is the loss that can be expected under the worst case scenario. Making use of these risk

indicators, the Bank conducts integrated management of all its credit risk assets from a portfolio perspective

and aims to enhance its overall performance.

External consultants have given quantitative and qualitative evaluations on these systems for measuring

risk volume and have proven their effectiveness.
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Together with these schemes, the Bank has been building an infrastructure related to credit risk

management using sophisticated system technology, thereby further optimizing risk management.

As for off-balance sheet transactions, the Bank measures the following exposures on a daily basis:

• The current exposure, i.e., the cost to reconstruct the transactions in case the counterparty of the

transaction declares default due to bankruptcy

• The potential exposure, i.e., the deemed additional amount corresponding to the increased risk of the

current exposure in the future

As seen above, the Bank comprehensively manages credit risks for both on-balance and off-balance sheet

transactions.

Banking 

Balancing cash flows in line with interest rate fluctuations is important in banking operations. The Bank

calculates the interest rate sensitivity of its assets and liabilities and measures cash flow fluctuations of assets

and liabilities (as measured by the changes in interest margins or unrealized gains and losses in the case

where the standard interest rate moves by one percentage point). This scheme is combined with scenario-

based simulation methods to measure the impact of interest rate changes on cash flows in overall banking

operations (accounts).

In addition, the Bank regularly carries out the measurement of the risk volume by taking account of price

fluctuation risk involved with bonds, stocks, and foreign currency exchange. Furthermore, simulations

under stress conditions are also performed for the overall banking account. These two processes determine

the impact of market changes on the value of held assets.

Trading

The Bank measures the risk in its trading operations by employing such methods as basis point value (BPV),

slope point value (SPV), option risk parameters, and VaR to monitor compliance with risk limits.

The precision of the internal model for measuring risk volumes is increased through the continual

comparison of fluctuations in actual gains and losses with those projected by the model (back testing). At

the same time, the Bank strives to further increase the sophistication of its measurement methods by

employing new financial and information technologies.

Moreover, the validity of the model developed by the Bank has been proven by objective quantitative and

qualitative audits conducted by an outside audit corporation using market risk volume and required capital

calculations as stipulated by the BIS at the end of March 1998.

OTHER RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The Bank’s management of liquidity risk is based on its stable funding capabilities and its holdings of assets

with high liquidity. The Bank implements policies for yen and foreign currencies, respectively, to take all

possible measures depending on financial conditions, in accordance with the procedures stipulated in its

Liquidity Risk Management Guidelines.

Other than the above, there are a number of other inherent risks that may have a major impact on

management, such as settlement risk, legal risk, and operational risks in financial transactions. Necessary

management in line with each type of risk property is based on methods and approaches stipulated in the

Risk Management Basic Policy. The Bank is committed to further explore this area to take further steps to

strengthen risk management systems.
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Internal Audit Systems

The Bank established the Internal Audit Division, which is responsible for verifying and evaluating

management and operations of overall managerial activities in terms of appropriateness and effectiveness of

internal controls. Based on the division’s reports on these verifications and evaluations, the Bank improves

the appropriateness of its business operations.

These internal audits are conducted not only in each one of the Bank’s divisions or branches but also in

consolidated subsidiaries. To implement highly efficient and effective internal audits, the Internal Audit

Division may decide on the frequency and depth of the internal audit depending on the subject and the types

and levels of risk involved.

These internal audits particularly examine compliance with laws, the current status and challenges related

to risk management, the execution system and status of operations, the condition of systems, and the clerical

processing status. Along with these activities, the Internal Audit Division is working to enhance its specialist

capabilities.

Changes of Interest Rate VaR (1 day) of the Trading Division

VaR 
(¥100 Million)

June 28, 2002 ¥0.9

September 30, 2002 1.2

December 30, 2002 0.8

March 31, 2003 1.0

Results of Back Testing (Trading Divisions, Interest Rate VaR (1 day))

From April 1, 2002, to March 31, 2003 (consisting of 246 business days), the negative value of fluctuations in daily profit and loss
exceeded VaR (1-day holding period) three times, as shown in the diagram above. The model has been proven valid within the specified
probability range (one-tailed confidence interval of 99%).
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BASIC POLICIES AND OPERATING PROCEDURES 
FOR COMPLIANCE
To fulfill its fundamental mission and responsibility to society, the Bank makes unremitting efforts to ensure

total compliance with ordinances and maintains a high level of transparency in its operations through

disclosure and accountability. These efforts are based on the principle of self-reliance.

The Bank’s compliance arrangements are mainly managed by the Compliance Committee, the department

in charge of compliance (the Compliance Department of the Legal Division), and personnel in charge of

compliance assigned to each division or branch.

The Compliance Committee (chaired by the Deputy President & Co-CEO) deliberates on basic matters

related to the compliance of the Bank. The matters deliberated at the Compliance Committee are discussed

and approved by the Board of Directors.

The Compliance Department, which was established in October 2000, acts as the secretariat for the

Compliance Committee, contacts and consults with personnel in charge of compliance at each division or

branch, and carries out education and training within the Bank. The Bank formulates the “Compliance

Program,” specific action plans to realize compliance, including promotional and educational activities

through the development of and training for compliance arrangements. The Bank annually reviews the

program to enable more-systematic compliance activities that are an integral part of the Bank’s operations.

To provide a manual for implementing the Ethical Charter and the Code of Conduct in daily business, the

Bank enacted the Code of Conduct for the Bank’s Management and Staff, the contents of which were

disseminated within the Bank. In addition, the Comments on Ordinances to Be Observed by the Bank’s

Management and Staff and the Summary of the Bank’s Compliance Arrangements were organized and included

in the Compliance Manual. This manual was also distributed to all members of the management and staff.

The Bank, as a financial institution always trusted and respected by its members and other users, will

continue to further enhance its compliance activities in the future.
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Operations Center

Compliance Dept. 

Business Development Dept.

Branch Administration Dept.

Corporate Business Planning & Promotion Dept.

Credit Products Management Dept. 

Cooperative Finance Procedures & Operations Planning Dept. 

Cooperative Rationalization & Reintegration Dept.

Cooperative Finance Advisory Dept. 

Retail Loan Planning Dept.

Defined Contribution Pension Dept. 

JF Marine Bank Monitoring & Advisory Dept.

Cooperative Securities Business Coordination Dept. 

Career Development Dept.

President & CEO

Deputy President & Co-CEO

Senior Managing Directors

Managing Directors

Council of Delegates

Supervisory Committee

JA Bank System

Headquarters

JF Marine Bank

Headquarters

Board of Directors

Auditors

Board of Auditors

Secretariat

Coordination Div.

Office of the Corporate Auditors

Legal Div.

Public Relations Div. 

Asset Audit Dept.Internal Audit Div.

Personnel Div.

Corporate Planning Div. 

Financial Planning & Control Div.

International Business Management Dept. 

Subsidiaries & Affiliates Management Dept.

Systems Planning Div.

Cooperative Financial System Enhancement Project Div.

Credit Risk Management Div. II

Procedures and Operations Administration Div.

Premises Div.

Cooperative Finance Management Div.

JA Bank System Monitoring & Advisory Div.

Cooperative Finance Planning & Development Div.

Cooperative Credit System Reorganization Div.

JA Bank System Planning & Implementation Div.

Personal Asset Management Div. 

Agriculture Div.

Fisheries Div.

Forestry Div.

Fixed Income Investment Div.

Equity Investment Div.

Credit & Alternative Investment Div. 

Treasury & Forex Div.

Securities Business Div.

Risk Monitoring Div. 

Operations Planning & Solutions Div.

Corporate Business Management & Strategy Div.

Treasury & Securities Operations Div.

Corporate Business Div. I

Corporate Business Div. II

Corporate Business Div. III

Corporate Business Div. IV

Corporate Business Div. V

Corporate Business Div. VI

Corporate Business Div. VII

Corporate Business Div. VIII

Cooperative Finance & Administration (Kanto Area) Div.

Head Office Business Service Div.

Otemachi Business Service Div.

Foreign Business Div.

Organization
(As of August 1, 2003)

The Credit Risk Management Division I will

be established on September 1, 2003. The

Agriculture Division and the Forestry Division

will be combined on September 1, 2003.
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Overseas Branches

New York Branch 

Fumiaki Ono, General Manager

29th Floor, 245 Park Avenue, 
New York, NY 10167-0104, U.S.A.
Telephone: 1-212-697-1717
Fax: 1-212-697-5754
Telex: 6720068 (NOCUBANK)

London Branch 

Toshiyuki Nagai, General Manager

4th Floor, 155 Bishopsgate,
London EC2M 3YX, U.K.
Telephone: 44-20-7588-6589
Fax: 44-20-7588-6585
Telex: 892698 (NORIN G)

Singapore Branch 

Yuji Shimauchi, General Manager

80 Raffles Place, #53-01, 
UOB Plaza 1, Singapore 048624
Telephone: 65-6535-1011
Fax: 65-6535-2883
Telex: RS21461 (NOCHU)

Overseas Representative Offices

Hong Kong Representative Office

Uchu Kawakami, Chief Representative

34th Floor, Edinburgh Tower, 
The Landmark, 15 Queen’s Road,
Central, Hong Kong, S.A.R., China
Telephone: 852-2868-2839
Fax: 852-2918-4430

Beijing Representative Office

Susumu Chiba, Chief Representative

Room 601, Chang Fu Gong Building,
Jia-26, Jianguomen Wai St., 
Beijing, China 100022
Telephone: 86-10-6513-0858
Fax: 86-10-6513-0859

Overseas Subsidiary

Norinchukin International plc

Akira Kurihara, Managing Director

3rd Floor, 155 Bishopsgate,
London EC2M 3TF, U.K.
Telephone: 44-20-7588-6593
Fax: 44-20-7588-6586
Telex: 936122 (NOCUIL G)

Major Domestic 
Subsidiaries and Affiliates

Norinchukin Securities Co., Ltd.

Toyomu Ueki, President

7-2, Otemachi 1-chome,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-0004, Japan 
Telephone: 81-3-5201-2711
Fax: 81-3-5201-2722

The Norinchukin Trust & Banking Co.,

Ltd.

Kenichi Hara, President

1-12, Uchikanda 1-chome, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0047, Japan
Telephone: 81-3-5281-1311
Fax: 81-3-5281-1260

Norinchukin-Zenkyoren 

Asset Management Co., Ltd. 

Mitsuo Naito, President

2-1, Kyobashi 1-chome, 
Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0031, 
Japan
Telephone: 81-3-5202-8700
Fax: 81-3-5202-0901

Norinchukin Research 

Institute

Naoyuki Kuribayashi, 
President

8-3, Otemachi 1-chome, 
Chiyoda-ku, 
Tokyo 100-0004, 
Japan
Telephone: 81-3-3243-7311
Fax: 81-3-3270-2870

New York●

●London
▲

●
Singapore

◆ 
Hong Kong

◆ 
Beijing

●Sapporo

●Aomori

●Akita ●Morioka

●Osaka

●
●Kumamoto

●Miyazaki

●Kagoshima

●Wakayama

●Kochi

●Sendai

●Utsunomiya

■Tokyo
●Mito

●Fukushima

Yamaguchi● 

Fukuoka● 

Oita● 

Kofu● 

Matsue● 

● 
Niigata

● 
Kanazawa

● 
Naha

● 
Okayama

● 
Tottori

● 
Hiroshima

● 
Nagoya

● 
Nagano

● Maebashi

● 
Shizuoka

● 
Matsuyama

● 
Tokushima

● 
Takamatsu

● 
Yamagata

■ Head Office

◆ Representative Office

● Branch 

▲ Norinchukin International plc

Nagasaki

Network 
(As of August 1, 2003)



The Norinchukin Bank (the “Bank”) was established in 1923 as a quasi-

governmental financial institution. Privatized in 1959, the Bank is one of Japan’s

largest and most distinguished banks.

The Bank is the central bank for Japanese agricultural, forestry, and fishery

cooperative systems. Based on constant funds procurement from member

cooperatives, the Bank carries out efficient and flexible asset management by

investing in various financial products. This is carried out on a global scale. The

profits from these activities are then continuously passed on to members.

The Bank has branches in the world’s major financial centers, including New

York, London, and Singapore. Coupled with its head office in Tokyo, this network

enables 24-hour coverage of the global financial markets.

Forward-Looking Statements

This material contains forward-

looking statements pertaining to

the businesses and prospects

of the Bank. Such statements

are based on our current

expectations and are subject

to the risks and uncertainties

that may affect our businesses,

which could cause actual

results to differ materially from

those currently anticipated.

Head Office

13-2, Yurakucho 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, 

Tokyo 100-8420, Japan

Telephone: 81-3-3279-0111

Fax: 81-3-3218-5177

URL: http://www.nochubank.or.jp

Cable address: CCBAF TOKYO

Telex: J23918, J23919, J33573

SWIFT: NOCUJPJT

Paid-in Capital*

¥1,224,999 million

Independent Certified Public Accountants

ChuoAoyama Audit Corporation

Date of Establishment

December 20, 1923

Number of Employees*

2,764

Branches in Japan

34

Overseas Network

Branches: 3

Representative Offices: 2

Subsidiary: 1

Number of Shareholders*

5,337

Principal Shareholders

Agricultural Cooperatives and Federations

Forestry Cooperatives and Federations

Fishery Cooperatives and Federations

Other Related Organizations

*As of March 31, 2003
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